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Transport and Handling of Carnations Cut in the

Bud Stage—Potential Advantages

By Robert F. Guilfoy, Jr., investigations leader, and Arnold L. Lundquist,

agricultural marketing specialist, Transportation and Facilities Research Division,

Agricultural Research Service

SUMMARY

The research described in this report was
conducted to determine the potential economies

and the advantages and disadvantages of cut-

ting and distributing carnations in the bud

stage instead of in the open-flower stage as is

conventionally done. Experiments were con-

ducted over a 1-year period on shipments by air

of over 40,000 carnations from California and

Colorado to seven receivers in the midwestern

and eastern areas of the United States. The re-

ceivers at destination opened the buds to full

bloom by placing the stems in a solution of

chemically fortified water (floral preservative

solution).

Combined savings in transport and handling

costs of over $2 1/-> million per year for growers,

shippers, and receivers are possible through

conversion to the new system. In addition,

handling of buds could result in other ad-

vantages, such as less breakage in cutting and
handling, less refrigeration space required, less

spoilage for the shipper and receiver, ability to

store buds in anticipation of peak demands,

lower airfreight rates, and lower administra-

tive costs.

One of the retailers in the study reported that

his losses were reduced from 20 to 2 percent of

volume handled after changing to the bud sys-

tem. Another retailer reported 27 percent loss

in his normal open-flower operations compared
with 5 percent with buds.

Waste is probably less with buds than with

open flowers because buds are better able to

withstand warm temperatures during transpor-

tation and other phases of distribution than

open flowers.

Studies at the greenhouse showed that more
buds than open flowers could be placed in the

canvas saddle—a device used for carrying car-

nations from the cutting area to the grading

room. Also, buds could be graded and bunched

at a faster rate than open flowers.

Grading of buds at origin did not present any

serious problems. Workers at the greenhouse

were able to grade and sort buds into conven-

tional grade categories by judging the size and

quality of the bud.

More buds than open flowers could be packed

in a shipping box. For example, a size 4C box

holds about 600 buds but only about 250 open

flowers. Also, the box of buds has a density of

about 12 pounds per cubic foot as compared
with about 7 pounds for open flowers.

Of the seven receivers who participated in

the study, five dropped out of the program be-

fore the end of the 1-year test period. Only two
retailers continued to receive buds on a regular

basis after the study was completed. The main
reasons given by the receivers who discontinued

receiving buds were the extra time, space, and

labor required to open buds to full bloom. They
preferred to receive open flowers that could be

sold immediately.

No problems encountered were considered

major obstacles to distribution of carnations

in the bud stage. Even so, growers, shippers,

and receivers interested in trying out this new
concept should do so on only a small scale at the

beginning. The experience gained through

small-scale shipments would help all concerned

to handle larger volume shipments.
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INTRODUCTION

The carnation is one of the leading cut flow-

ers marketed in the United States. In 1969,

growers in 23 States produced 693 million car-

nations with a total wholesale value of $48 mil-

lion. California was the largest producer, with

373 million carnations; and Colorado was sec-

ond, with 145 million. These two States ac-

counted for 75 percent of the 23-State produc-

tion U). 1

Detailed information on costs of transporta-

tion and other steps in the physical distribution

of carnations is not readily available. The in-

dustry relies mainly upon estimates. According

to one "rule of thumb," the cost for physical

distribution is estimated at 20 per carnation,

which would amount to about $14 million for

the 693 million carnations produced in 1969.

One factor that has an important bearing on

transport and handling costs is the density

(ratio of weight to volume) of the product.

Carnations are relatively low in density and, as

packed for shipment, occupy more space for a

given weight than do many other products.

Costs for the physical handling of a product

generally can be decreased if ways can be found
to increase the product's density.

Previous research indicated a way in which
the density of carnations as packed for ship-

ment might be increased U, 5, 6, 7). In that

research, carnations were cut in the bud stage,

held in refrigerated storage, and subsequently
opened to full bloom by placing the stems in a

solution of chemically fortified water (floral

preservative solution). It was found that flow-

ers cut in the bud stage were equal in size and
quality to flowers cut in the open stage. It was
also noted that carnations cut in the bud stage

occupied less space than those cut in the full-

bloom, or open-flower, stage. Further, in tests

to simulate shipping time and temperatures, it

was found that buds can withstand high tem-
peratures better than open flowers.

The objectives of the present research was
to assess the potential economies and the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of handling and
shipping carnation buds in actual commercial

operations. All steps in handling buds that were
different in any way from the steps in handling

open flowers were analyzed.

This report is based upon experimental com-
mercial shipments by air of over 40,000 bud car-

nations from three shippers in Colorado and Cal-

ifornia to seven receivers (four wholesalers and
three retailers) in the midwestern and eastern

areas of the United States. Experiments were
conducted over a 1-year period, from August
1968 to August 1969.

HANDLING OF BUDS BY THE
GROWER/SHIPPER

Bud carnations were cut from the growing
bench when about % to 1 inch of petal showed
above the calyx (fig. 1). The worker selected

buds for cutting by judging the petal height

"by eye." Some buds that were of the proper

petal height for cutting looked somewhat dif-

ferent from the bud shown in figure 1, because

of slightly more unfurling of some petals.

1
Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature

Cited, p. 8.

Figure 1.—Approximate height of petal at time of

cutting the bud.
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Leaves were stripped from the bottom part

of the flower stem at the shipping point to re-

duce weight; this saved unnecessary shipping

cost. Also this saved the receiver from perform-

ing this operation before he placed the stems

in the opening solution. The approximate length

of stem with leaves remaining, after stripping

of bottom leaves, was as follows:

Blue grade—11 inches

Red grade—8 inches

Green grade—5 inches

Open flowers are normally placed in buckets

of water for freshening before shipment and

are, therefore, shipped in "wet" condition. Bud
carnations were not placed in water before ship-

ment but were stored, packed, and shipped in

"dry" condition. Ordinary ice or dry ice was
placed in the shipping box for buds in the same

manner and in the same seasons of the year as

would normally be done with open flowers.

GRADING OF BUDS

The two main factors considered in the grad-

ing of open flowers are stem length and flower

diameter (2). Stem length of buds was graded

in the same manner as open flowers. It would

seem that buds could not be graded exactly for

flower diameter before shipment, because the

blooms have not opened. However, this is not

a big problem.

Slabs, splits, bullheads,- and buds damaged
by insects were culled before the bud part of

the carnation was graded. The remaining buds

were then graded according to the following

criteria

:

Blue grade (fancy)—good, round, full calyx

and long stems (22 inches minimum).
Red grade (standard)—same as for blue

grade, except shorter stem length (17

inches minimum)

.

Green grade (short)—smaller calyx and
shorter stem length than red grade.

It was not practical to measure the diameter

of the bloom after the buds had opened at each

" Slab—shape of bud indicates that one side of bud
will not open fully; split—calyx develops a vertical split,

which allows petals to break through; and, bullhead

—

flower has more than one seed pod.

of the seven receiving facilities in the study.

Therefore, an experiment was conducted at a

shipper's facility in Denver, Colo., to predeter-

mine bloom size. A sufficient number of buds

were cut so that, after culling, 1,250 buds re-

mained. Buds were graded and bunched accord-

ing to blue, red, or green grades. Then they

were placed in opening solution.

Table 1 gives results of the experiment. After

72 hours, at least 99 percent of each of the

three grades had attained, or exceeded, required

minimum flower diameter. It was also noted

that 95 percent of the green and red grades had
attained a flower diameter of 2% inches—the

diameter required for the highest (blue) grade;

many had attained a diameter of 3 inches.

Table 1.

—

Percentage of buds attaining re-

quired floiver diameter for their respective

grades after 48 and 72 hours in opening solu-

tion 1

Buds attaining
required flower diameter

Grade 2

After 48 hours After 72 hours

Blue 68 99

Red 83 100

Green 100 100

1 Based upon random sample of 100 buds from lot of

1,250 (2 buds from each of 50 bunches of 25 carnations

each). The lot consisted of 35 bunches of blue grade,

9 bunches of red grade, and 6 bunches of green grade.
2 As set forth in the standards of the Society of

American Florists (SAF) (2):

Blue grade: minimum of 22-inch stem length and 2%-
inch flower diameter.

Red grade: minimum of 17-inch stem length and
2% -inch flower diameter.

Green grade : minimum of 10-inch stem length and no

minimum on flower diameter.

HANDLING OF BUDS BY THE
RECEIVER

After the carnations were received at des-

tination, the wholesaler or retailer either

opened the buds immediately or placed the buds

in refrigerated storage for as long as 1 week
before opening. When stored under refrigera-

tion buds were kept "dry," usually in the same
box in which received. The temperature of the

refrigerated room was kept at 33° to 40° F.

—

the lower end of the range is preferable.
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The following steps were used in opening

buds to full bloom at destination

:

Mixing the solution.—Two ounces of Ever-

bloom 3 were added per gallon of lukewarm

(100° to 110° F.) water, and the solution was

stirred thoroughly. The solution was mixed and

kept in plastic or glass containers, as metal

containers may corrode and cause an adverse

effect upon the opening solution.

Placing solution in vases.—The opening solu-

tion was poured from the master container into

glass or plastic vases to a depth of about 5

inches. The height of the vases used depended

upon the stem length of the carnations. For

blue grade (fancy) carnations the vases were

about 16 inches high, for red grade (standard)

about 12 inches, and for green grade (short)

about 7 inches.

Clipping stem ends.—About 1/2 to 1 inch was
clipped from the bottom of the stems to provide

a freshly cut surface for uptake of the opening

solution. The clipping was done with either a

hand-type or mechanical cutter.

Removing rubber bands.—All rubber bands,

except the one near the bottom of the bunch,

were cut and removed ; this allowed the buds to

expand during the opening process. The bottom
band was also removed when there was no need

to retain carnations in bunches.

Placing buds in solution.—About 75 buds
(three bunches of 25 each) were placed in each

vase. The number of buds in a vase was in-

creased or decreased, as required, to allow suffi-

cient space between buds for their expansion to

full bloom.

Allotving buds to open.—Vases were placed
in a holding room at a temperature of 70° to

75° F. until buds were fully open. It generally

took about 2 to 3 days (48 to 72 hours) for buds
to open to normal usable size (fig. 2).

Placing floivers in storage.—After the buds
opened, the flowers were placed in 33° to 40° F.

refrigerated storage until they were needed.
The flowers either were held in the same vases
and opening solution in which opened so that

3 To keep the number of variables in the opening
process to a minimum, the same opening material (Ever-
bloom) was used by all receivers. When using other
opening materials, the proportion of the mix should be
as recommended by the manufacturer.

they would continue to grow in size, or they

were transferred to vases containing ordinary

water to economize on the use of opening solu-

tion. (For maximum life, carnations should be

held in a floral preservative.)

After the flowers were removed from the

opening solution, the remaining solution was
collected into a plastic or glass container. After

about 2 weeks the solution was discarded, since

the solution may lose its potency by that time.

TINTING OF BUDS

Carnations are grown in several colors, such

as red, pink, variegated, and white. Carnations

cut in the open stage can be tinted almost any
color desired by placing the stems in an appro-

priate dye. Tinting is usually done before ship-

ment.

In this study, no attempt was made to deter-

mine whether buds could be dyed as effectively

as open flowers. However, one of the shippers

and one of the receivers reported that their ex-

periments with tinting of buds were successful.

EXPERIMENTS WITH CARNATION
VARIETIES

Differences in variety of the carnations or

the season of the year in which they are grown
do not seem to affect the ability of buds to open

to full bloom. This conclusion was based upon
results of experiments with several leading

varieties of California and Colorado carnations,

conducted in conjunction with this study over

a 12-month period by R. E. Hardenburg and
associates of the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture. The experiments showed that all varieties

opened satisfactorily after shipment (3).

REACTIONS OF RECEIVERS

The seven receivers (four wholesalers, three

retailers) who participated in the study were
pleased with the size and quality of the blooms
produced from buds. However, only two re-

tailers were still receiving buds on a regular

basis at the end of the study.

Five receivers discontinued receiving the
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Figure 2.—Bud carnations at various stages of development after placement in opening solution.
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buds before the end of the 1-year test period for

various reasons. Two wholesalers and one re-

tailer felt that the bud-opening process required

more time, space, and labor than they could

devote to that step in the handling process. One

wholesaler said the price of buds was higher

than he paid to his normal source of supply for

open flowers. Another wholesaler temporarily

discontinued using buds because he did not have

enough space available at 70° to 75° F. temper-

ature to open buds to full blooms. However, he

was in the process of increasing the size of his

facility and planned to resume receiving buds

when space became available.

Retailers may be more willing than whole-

salers to take the time and effort required to

open buds to full bloom because they usually

place open flowers in buckets of water to

freshen the flowers before use, and placing

carnation buds in opening solution would be a

somewhat similar operation. Wholesalers do not

normally put open flowers in water before re-

shipping the flowers to retailers.

POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES

Net Savings Shown by Cost Analysis

An analysis of those elements in the physical

distribution system that are different when han-

dling buds than those when handling open

flowers indicates a potential net cost saving in

favor of buds.

Cost Elements Affected

Studies at the greenhouse showed that more
buds than open flowers can be placed in the

canvas saddle—a device used for carrying car-

nations from the cutting area in the greenhouse
to the grading room; thereby, the number of

trips necessary is reduced, and hence the cost

is lower. Also, buds can be graded and bunched
at a faster rate and lower cost than open
flowers. However, there is an added cost for

stripping leaves from the bud stems.

Time studies showed that the cost for strip-

ping of leaves was about $0.35 per 1,000 carna-
tions. However, stripping leaves from the stem
reduces the weight of carnations about 13 per-
cent, which accounts for a saving in transport
costs of about $1.20 per 1,000 carnations. Also,

if leaves are stripped by the shipper, the re-

ceiver is saved this operation.

More buds than open flowers can be packed

in a box; thereby, packing costs are reduced.

For instance, a size 4C box holds about 600 buds

or about 250 open flowers. Also, the packed

weight for a given number of buds is less than

for the same number of open flowers because of

three factors : ( 1 ) Since buds are cut from the

growing bench sooner than open flowers, they

do not take up so much water from the soil;

(2) because they are shipped in "dry" condi-

tion, they do not take up additional water at the

shipper's facility as do open flowers; and (3)

fewer shipping boxes are required for buds.

Because of the lower packed weights for buds,

their local truck delivery and air transport costs

are less than for open flowers.

At the receiver's facility, additional costs are

incurred for refrigerated storage space for

buds and for the material, labor, and room space

required to open buds to full bloom.

Savings Per 1,000 Carnations

A cost analysis shows that, if carnations

were handled and transported by air in the bud
instead of the open stage, the grower/shipper

would realize an estimated saving of $2.30 and
the receiver $4.29, or a total saving of $6.59,

per 1,000 carnations. Cost differences and sav-

ings per 1,000 carnations are summarized in

table 2. Factors and methods used to obtain

values in the table are given in the appendix.

Savings Per Year

A grower/shipper with an annual volume of

1 million carnations shipped by air would save

about $2,000 per year by shipping carnations as

buds rather than as open flowers. A wholesaler

or retailer receiving 50,000 carnations annually

would save about $200 per year.

Of the 518 million carnations produced in

California and Colorado in 1969, an estimated

80 percent, or about 414 million, were shipped
out of State by air. If the same quantity of

carnations were shipped as buds instead of as

open blooms, growers, shippers, and receivers

would benefit by a combined saving, at $6.59

per 1,000 carnations, of over $21/2 million an-

nually.
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Table 2.

—

Estimated cost and savings, dollars, per 1,000 car-nations, when
handling buds as compared with handling open flowers

Phase in

distribution
process

Cost element

Cost per
1,000 carnations

Open
flowers

Difference

Buds

Grower/ shipper Labor at the greenhouse to

—

Carry flowers to grading room - 1.35 0.51 0.84
Strip leaves 3

.35 +.35
Grade flowers 3 2.22 1.51 .71

Bunch flowers 4
1.58 1.48 .10

Shipping box, material 5
1.73 .73 1.00

Net saving ___ 2.30

Receiver Transport charges 5 for

—

(wholesaler Trucking from shipper to

or retailer) origin airport 3.56 1.49 2.07

Air transport 8.85 6.31 2.54

Trucking from destination
airport to receiver 3.66 1.54 2.12

Refrigerated storage space 6 .50 +.50
Opening room space 7 .25 +.25
Opening solution 7 .75 +.75
Opening labor 7 .94 +-94

Net saving — 4.29

Total savings 6.59

1 Differences are cost savings in favor of buds, except for values with a "+ " sign,

which are cost increases.

-Cost based on labor rate of $1.90 per hour. (Worker also performs cutting

operation.)
3 Cost based on labor rate of $1.40 per hour.
4 Cost based on labor rate of $1.30 per hour.
J See appendix table 3.

6 See p. 8.

7 See p. 9.

Other Possible Advantages

Other possible advantages in handling and

shipping carnations in the bud stage, in addi-

tion to those investigated in the study, include

:

Less breakage in cutting and handling.—
Buds may not snag and break so easily as open

flowers in the process of cutting and removing

them from the growing bench at the greenhouse

and in subsequent handling.

Less refrigeration space required.—At the

shipper's facility, open flowers are normally

held in refrigerated storage in buckets of water

on four-wheel carts; whereas, buds are stored

"dry" and take only about 25 percent as much

space.

Less spoilage at shipper's facility.—-Open

flowers stored in water at the shipper's facility

deteriorate if held too long and must be thrown

away. Buds stored "dry" deteriorate less

rapidly ; therefore, spoilage loss is less.

Ready supply during peak demands.—Dry-

stored buds can be kept longer in refrigerated

storage than open flowers in water. Therefore,

it is possible to store buds at the shipper's or

receiver's facility in anticipation of peak de-

mands.

Lower airfreight rate.—The density of a box

of buds is about 12 pounds per cubic foot as

compared with about 7 pounds per cubic foot

for open flowers as normally shipped. Air car-

riers might be willing to consider rate adjust-

ments if the density of carnation shipments is

increased.

Lower administrative costs.—Since buds can

be stored for as long as 1 week, shipments can

be made less frequently but in larger quantities
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per shipment. Thus, fewer billings, telephone

orders, and other costs would be required.

Less spoilage at receiver's facility.—One of

the retailers in this study estimated that his

average loss was about 20 percent in carnations

bought in the open stage and only about 2 per-

cent with buds, a difference of 18 percent. An-

other retailer estimated that his normal loss

was about 27 percent with open flowers and 5

percent with buds, a difference of 22 percent.

If it is assumed that industry losses would be

reduced by only 5 percent of the total number
of carnations handled, the resultant saving

would be over $1 million per year in addition

to the savings previously discussed in this re-

port. The reduction in losses reported by the

two receivers was probably the result of the

buds being better able to withstand high tem-

peratures during transportation and other

phases of distribution. In addition, carnations

received in the full-bloom stage may already

have lost some life during previous handling at

high temperatures. Such flowers may have to

be discarded (dumped) if they are kept too

long before sale.

CONCLUSIONS

Growers, shippers, and receivers could realize

substantial savings from handling carnations in

the bud stage instead of as open blooms. In
addition, it appears that several other advan-
tages would accrue to the industry through con-
version to the new system.

This study uncovered no serious problems in

connection with handling carnations in the bud
stage. However, any grower, shipper, or re-

ceiver interested in handling bud-cut carna-
tions should do so on a small scale at first. Any
problems encountered could be more easily cor-

rected in small-scale than in large-scale ship-
ments.

Distributing carnations in the bud stage is

one way, but not necessarily the only way, in

which transport and handling costs for carna-
tions might be reduced. For instance, it is

known that some shippers, from time to time,
ship open flowers in "dry" condition, i.e., with-
out placing stems in water before shipment.
More "dry" than "wet" open flowers can be

packed in a box, which would reduce transport

and handling costs. Additional research in the

shipping and handling of "dry" open flowers

should be considered.
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APPENDIX

This appendix shows the methods used to cal-

culate the cost savings as shown in table 2 and

discussed under "Net Savings Shown by Cost

Analysis."

Refrigerated Storage Space

The estimated cost of $0.50 per 1,000 buds

for 1 week of refrigerated storage is based upon

the following factors and calculations

:

1. A size 4C box holds 600 buds and occupies

2.71 cubic feet. 1,000 buds would oc-
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cupy: (1,000/600) (2.71) = 4.5 cubic

feet. Allowing 50 percent more space,

the space required= (4.5) (1.5) = 6.75

cubic feet per 1,000 buds.

2. A 91-cubic-foot refrigerator costs about

$350 per year, or $350 h- 91 = $3.85

per cubic foot, to own and operate.

Therefore, the cost for bud storage =
(6.75) ($3.85) -4- 52 = $0.50 per 1,000

buds per week.

Opening Room Space

The estimated cost of $0.25 per 1,000 buds

for opening room space is based upon the fol-

lowing factors and calculations

:

1. Buds in vases, allowing ample space for

buds to open to full bloom, occupy ap-

proximately 45 cubic feet per 1,000

buds. If vases are placed on the floor

and on two shelves (three tiers of

vases) with 24 inches from floor to

first shelf, 24 inches from first shelf to

second shelf, and 24 inches from second

shelf to top of carnations on second

shelf (6 feet from floor to top of flowers

on second shelf), the floor space oc-

cupied = 45 -=- 6 = 7.5 square feet.

Allowing 100 percent extra floor space

for aisles, the floor space required =
(7.5) (2) = 15 square feet per 1,000

buds.

2. If a value of $2.00 per square foot per

year is used as the amortized cost of a

one-story dry storage facility and 3

days as the time required for buds to

open to full bloom, the cost — (3 -f-

365) (15) ($2.00) = $0.25 per 1,000

buds.

Opening Solution

Records kept at one of the retail receiver fa-

cilities in this study indicate that about 6 gal-

lons of opening solution is used including

wastage, for every 1,000 buds opened to full

bloom. The opening material required, at 2

ounces per gallon = (6) (2) = 12 ounces =
% pound. Using a cost of $1.00 per pound for

opening material, the cost = (%) ($1.00) =
$0.75 per 1,000 buds.

Opening Labor

Time studies were made at one retail facility

of the operations performed when opening buds
that are not required when flowers are re-

ceived in the open stage. These additional op-

erations required a total of 35 man-minutes per
1,000 buds. Using a labor cost of $1.60 per hour,

the cost = (35 h- 60) ($1.60) = $0.94 per
1,000 buds.

Table 3.

—

Comparison of costs, per 1,000 car-

nations, for boxes, trucking, and air tr*ans-

port for open flowers and buds, when packed
in 2 types of boxes

[Costs as of Nov. 14, 1969]

Cost element
and

box designation

Cost per 1,000 carnations

Open flowers Buds

Shipping box 1—
4C
6C

Average

Dollars

2.12
1.34

1.73

Dollars

0.88
.57

.73

Trucking from shipper's
facility to airport -

—

4C
6C

Average

4.48
2.64

3.56

1.87
1.12

1.49

Air transport 3—
4C
6C

Average

9.33
8.38

8.85

6.68
5.95

6.31

Trucking from airport to
receiver 4—
4C
6C

Average

4.60
2.71

3.66

1.92
1.15

1.54

1 Cost based upon flower-holding capacities of boxes

(appendix table 4) and price ($0.53 for 4C and $0.57 for

6C) per box, as paid by one shipper in Denver, Colo.
2 Cost based upon flower-holding capacities of boxes

(appendix table 4) and average trucking charge of

$1.12 ($0.50 in Denver, Colo., and $1.75 in San
Francisco, Calif.) per box.

3 Cost based upon packed weights per 1,000 carnations

(appendix table 4) and average freight rate of $11.78

(from Denver, Colo., to: Cedar Rapids, Iowa, $6.69;

Minneapolis, Minn., $9.45; New York, N. Y., $14.70;

Pittsburgh, Pa., $13.85; and Washington, D.C., $14.20)

per 100 pounds.
4 Cost based upon flower-holding capacities of boxes

(appendix table 4) and average trucking charge of

$1.15 (in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, $0.75; Minneapolis, Minn.,

$1.00; New York, N.Y., $1.00; Pittsburgh, Pa., $1.87)

per box.
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Table 4.

—

Capacity, weight, and density of sizes W and 6C shipping boxes

when packed with open flowers and with buds x

Condition Box Volume Flower- Packed weight

of desig- of holding Per
carnation nation box capacity

per box 2

Per
box

1,000
carnations

Density

Cubic Pounds per
Size feet Number Pounds Pou?ids cubic foot

Open flower 3
_ - 4C 2.71 250 19.8 79.2 7.3

6C 3.96 425 30.2 71.1 7.6

Average

4C 2.71 600 34.0

75.1 7.5

Bud 4 56.7 12.5

6C 3.96 1,000 50.5 50.5 12.7

Average — — — — 53.6 12.6

1 Based upon an experiment at a shipper's facility in Denver, Colo., in May 1969,

in which the packing was done by an experienced worker.
2 The same proportion of each grade length of carnation was packed in each box:

blue grade, 63 percent; red grade, 25 percent; and green grade, 12 percent.
3 As normally shipped, "wet," with all leaves on.
4 "Dry," with bottom leaves stripped from stem.

Trade names are used in this publication solely to provide specific information.

Mention of a trade name does not constitute a guarantee or warranty of the product by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture or an endorsement by the Department over other

products not mentioned.
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